COU R S E OFFE R INGS
Tuesday, May 9th – Thursday, May 11th

g4 STUDIO CLOUD
g4 Studio Cloud Roadmap
Want to know more about the g4 Studio Cloud development roadmap? In this session, take
an in-depth look at where we are headed, what it means for your practice, and start planning
to take advantage of emerging features. Don't miss this session!

Get Your Head in the Cloud
Ever wonder what the Cloud is? This session will provide insight into Cloud infrastructure and
different deployment models. Learn about the many benefits of Cloud infrastructure and why
it’s the optimal platform for world-class applications like g4 Studio Cloud.

Cloud Simplicity
Is there an effort at your practice to simplify operations and reduce cost? With the
deployment of g4 Studio Cloud and Azure AD your team can take a leap forward. Join us to
learn about Active Directory, Microsoft's core authentication mechanism, why Unlimited is
leveraging this new technology with g4 Studio Cloud, and what benefits you will enjoy.

Cloud Tasking Administration
You're the general in this session as we explore the full range of administrative features
available to drive tasking in your business office. You decide on the Missions - embed your
strategy to organize and distribute the work. Go home armed and ready to effectively
approach aged A/R and other financial foes!

Cloud Tasking User Workﬂows
If you're on the front lines of revenue cycle workflow at your practice, then this session is a
must! Learn how g4 Studio Cloud tasking is designed to make work easier and more
impactful across the business office. After attending, you'll be ready to upgrade from Unity to
the new g4 Studio Cloud tasking.

Practice Key Performance Indicators
You've seen dashboards before, but never like this! Learn about our simple, yet powerful, key
performance indicators (KPIs), the best measures to monitor the health of your practice's
revenue cycle operations. Leverage the power of the cloud to understand where you stack up
against our recommended metrics and industry peers.
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VALUE-BASED CARE
OCM - Past, Present, and Future
Participating in or considering the Oncology Care Model? We've learned quite a bit about
managing the OCM. As its first anniversary approaches, we’ll share what we’ve learned and
what to expect in the second year of the program.

Introduction to MIPS Registry
The future of value-based care programs is already upon us! Having been a PQRS Registry for
many years, Unlimited is here once again as your MIPS Registry, ready to coach you through
the process. See what's new and get step-by-step guidance to maximize your Medicare
payment adjustment for 2019.

Dig Deeper into the QPP
Take your understanding of the upcoming value-based care programs to new heights. Get a
closer look into the complexities of the Quality Payment Program, including MIPS and
Advanced APMs. Become the in-house expert for your organization.

Value-Based Care Discussion Panel
MIPS, Advanced APMs, OCM, and more! Join your colleagues and our panel of industry
leaders to discuss value-based care. There’s no script to this session, bring your questions
and lend your own expertise to the conversation.

MASTERS OF BUSINESS OFFICE
Habits of Highly Effective Administrators
Outstanding revenue cycle performance boils down to leading in several key areas. Come
learn what metrics deserve the most attention and how they are impacted. You will leave with
the knowledge to ensure the right people are doing the right work and time won't be wasted.

Keeping Up with Contracts
Approach your payers with confidence. Attend this course to learn how to leverage your
Centricity fee schedules for cleaner claims and reduced time in A/R. Plus, see how to use
variance tasking and reporting to ensure payers are holding up their end of the contract.
You'll leave with the confidence that you're capturing every underpayment.

Closing a Month Correctly
The saying goes "time flies when you are having fun." If this is not the case for you at month
end, this course is a must. Learn the keys to a stress free month-end close and how to avoid
common pitfalls. Let us make month-end "fly" for you.
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Drug Inventory Control and Order Fulﬁllment
Our Looking Glass (LG) extension is the solution you need for complete drug inventory
control. Ensure fulfillment is accurate and efficient while adhering to safety guidelines. See
how LG can enhance patient safety, clinical operations, and improve your drug billing.

Cash Flow Doctor
Are you taking care of your practice's revenue cycle health? RelayHealth Financial Diagnostic
tools can help you understand and manage key metrics including claim submissions,
rejections, payer processing insights, receivable dollars, and how your performance compares
with the RelayHealth Submitter Average. Keep your Revenue Cycle healthy by monitoring its
performance "symptoms" and performing preventative maintenance before a "health crisis"
occurs.

Improved Visibility to Your Clearinghouse Activity
Not using Connect Center? Take note of everything this resource makes available for
troubleshooting and reporting when it comes to your electronic claim, remittance, and
eligibility transmissions. Make sure you keep an eye on everything this important partner is
providing for your revenue cycle.

The Importance of Front-End Collections
Do you need to improve your expected to collected? Learn how to integrate our
plan-of-treatment estimator, case management system, patient payment plans, and automated
benefit verification to maximize patient collections. You will leave with best practice
knowledge, target metrics, and enterprise reports to manage your front-end team.

Reinvigorate Your Patient Assistance
Ready to get a better handle on your patient assistance activity? Have your team put away
the spreadsheets and post-it notes and get on board with assistPoint (aP). This solution
offers automated enrollments, claim tracking, and enterprise awarded funding reports. aP is
the best tool to centralize your patient assistance activity and achieve accurate enterprise
reporting on the value of your financial counselor efforts.

Custom Report? No Problem!
Are Centricity canned reports not enough? Get an idea of what is available in the world of
financial reporting when you tap into the Reflect Data Warehouse. Learn how practices large
and small leverage this powerful solution to analyze practice cash flow with reports you can
write on the fly.

From Report Writer to Data Analyst
Get the most out of your Reflect Data Warehouse. This course is for advanced users wanting
to take their reporting skills to the next level. You'll gain advanced skills, including mastering
the differences between inner and outer joins and effectively using subqueries to conquer
your reporting needs.

Taking the Bite out of System Errors
Don't be intimidated by cryptic error messages! Attend this course to learn the ins and outs
of the most common error messages in g4 Centricity. You will leave with the knowledge of
how to identify the error, interpret the message, and resolve the root cause.
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Custom Conduits for Unique Requirements
Whatever the need, there's a custom conduit for it. Discover the power of custom conduits to
meet the tailored needs of your practice. Whether you are looking to automate lock box
deposits, implement custom data transfers to third parties, or achieve other key business
office functions, we have a solution.

WORKFLOW SOLUTIONS
Patient Intake Optimization
It would be an oversight to assume Registration Overlay is only about front-end patient
collections. Overlay is the hub around which all patient intake workflow revolves. This course
will take you through some of the additional features and customizations of Registration
Overlay such as patient receipts, OCM management, and free form additional tabs to fit your
specific needs.

Billing Ofﬁce Document Management Solutions
Our Focus extension should be the only document solution you need for your billing office.
Come see how this software enhances the usability and workflow of your g4 Studio
extensions. From basic, manual importing and management to fully-automated importing and
indexing of documents, Focus has an answer for your documentation needs.

Automating Patient Eligibility
Electronic patient eligibility continues to improve from one year to the next. This course will
teach you how to customize and leverage Assurance Athens to get the complete benefit
snapshot. You will learn patient and insurance information requirements, how to use service
type driven requests, and develop custom worklists and team buckets to match your workflow.
In addition, gain an understanding of pinned and pertinent service types.

Taking Control of Charge Import
If you’re like most practices, you've already made the decision to move from Charge Manager
to Transact. Attend this course to learn the best ways to address common charge issues,
review time-saving workflows, and let us introduce you to our new Transact report library.
Next Session: Advancing Your Charge Import Process.

Advancing Your Charge Import Process
You have experienced the ability to optimize your charge import process by using Transact
and now you want to take it to the next level. This course will show you how easy it is to
review and update charges efficiently with the use of assertions, historical lookbacks, and
automations available in Transact. We'll show you the most innovative ways practices are
leveraging Transact today.

Billing Drugs for Effective Reimbursement
There's no room for error in your drug billing. Learn how Transact can be configured to audit
and reconcile drug administration between your EMR and Drug Cabinet, aggregate multiple
line items, capture waste values based on insurance carrier requirements, streamline NDC
reporting, and more. This course will go over best practices and recommendations for billing
administered drugs using Transact.
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Maximizing Clean Claim Rate
Clean-claim rate got you down? Attend this course to take a deep dive into common rejections,
denials, and known workflow repetitions. Our claim-scrubbing gurus will guide you through the
proper configuration of ACE to maximize its benefits. You will leave with a new vision for
proactive rule maintenance to meet evolving billing guidelines and changes over time.

Advances in Claim Scrubbing
Having a payable, clean claim go out the door is your number one goal. For those who
already enjoy the benefits of ACE claim scrubbing, attend this advanced course to become
familiar with new and updated agents, enhancements in the ACE development pipeline, and
industry changes that have an impact on your ACE configuration.

Direct Hospital Billing through Centricity
As more and more practices are integrating with hospital systems, the rise of institutional
billing in Oncology, and other specialties, can't be ignored. Understand how you can continue
to own your charge capture process, apply intelligent institutional ACE agents, and file
groomed claims from Centricity and/or the hospital PM system. You will leave knowing how
to make the shift to Institutional Billing with g4 Centricity.

Effective Claim Rejection Troubleshooting
Claim rejections can multiply quickly and become a burden; empower your office today by
becoming familiar with the critical resources available. Employ strategies covered in this
course which will allow you to more easily identify, document, and troubleshoot your claim
rejections. Armed with an effective approach, claim rejections will no longer feel sky high.

Successfully Navigating Remittance Processing Trends
Payers are constantly changing how they return payments electronically, requiring regular
updates to Resolve posting logic. Don't get caught standing still in the tumultuous world of
remittance processing. Learn how we've evolved the way we interpret ERAs to improve
accuracy and limit manual intervention.

Manual Payment Entry for Non-Standard Scenarios
Attend this course to completely understand payment entry via ZIP online payment portal,
Registration Overlay, and Resolve. Learn Unlimited's best practices for posting scenarios like
Refunds, Interest Payments, Late Filing Fees, and a number of other posting anomalies. Leave
knowing how to handle tricky posting exceptions.

Electronic Secondary Tools for Success
Are you still managing Secondarys on paper, printing EOBs, and then sending them in the
mail? There is a better way, it's time to take advantage of our Electronic Secondary Data
Assistant (ESDA) and reduce time in A/R. Learn how to leverage this tool to submit
Secondarys electronically, handle common rejections, apply sequestration and other penalties,
and manage zero primary payments.
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Truly Flexible Patient Statements
Statements are more than pieces of paper getting mailed every month, they're a critical
component of patient collections. See how FlexStatements allows for flexible group
configuration, improves front desk user access, and streamlines your patient receivables
process. Don't miss this opportunity to learn how to craft and automate the delivery of more
effective patient statements.

Shrink Your Aging A/R
Working A/R does not need to be a complicated task. Your staff can let go of the printouts
and highlighters by leveraging ARcuity. It's time to simplify the workflow with accurately
prioritized accounts, that are refreshed daily and properly distributed to your team.

Spring Cleaning Your A/R
Is your A/R where it needs to be? Take this opportunity to get close to the "Lifecycle of a
Claim", "Cleaning the Garage", and the "Three-Legged Stool" fundamentals. These A/R
maintenance techniques provide organization, efficiency, and improved cash flow. Walk away
with a fresh, back-to-the-basics mindset!
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